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created by independent developer.Q: Shorthand function to call property of other JavaScript
object For example: var a = 5; var b = 3; var c = { a: 8, b: 4, c: 9, d: 2, e: 10 }; console.log(c[a]);
A: You cannot reference properties of a variable. That is an error in your code (or the snippets you
posted). To do what you want, you have to create an object instead: var c = { a: 8, b: 4, c: 9, d: 2,
e: 10 }; Then, you can access each of the properties inside a using dot-notation: var x = c.a; var y
= c.b; Here is a JSFiddle. ST. LOUIS • The Trump administration has sued the state of California
over its so-called “sanctuary state” laws that protect people in the U.S. illegally. A lawsuit filed
Monday in Sacramento federal court says the laws “threaten national security and public safety.”
The State of California is asking the court to declare the laws “unconstitutional and unlawful.” The
lawsuit argues the laws are intended to shield illegal immigrants from deportation. It also says
they intentionally obstruct the enforcement of federal immigration law. The Trump administration
has said other states and cities that want to protect immigrants should follow California’s lead.
The suit came the same day President Donald Trump announced new directives to federal
agencies that will give greater powers to immigration officials to remove people from the U.S. The
lawsuit says: “These policies not only jeopardize the safety and well-being of the people of the
United States, but they also threaten national security and public safety.” California Governor
Jerry Brown’s attorney general’s office didn’
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